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We consider systems of differential equations of the form 
x; + “,& = g,(x), k = I,..., 11, (1) 
where x = (x1 ,..., x,), the prime denotes differentiation with respect to t, 
each of the functions g, , k = l,..., n is assumed to be of class C2 in a neigh- 
borhood of the origin in Rn and 
‘&c(O) = E (0) = 0, j = l,..., n. 
In [5], V. A. Pliss has shown that if the functions g, are assumed to be 
real analytic and 
A, > 0, k = l,..., n, h,/h, # ma 
k = 2,..., n, m = 1, 2,... 
then there is an analytic family of nonconstant even periodic solutions with 
small amplitudes and least periods close to 2~/(hr)l/~. Pliss has also given 
some involved analytic conditions on the series expansions of the functions g, 
which imply that the origin in R2* is a limit point of orbits of nonconstant 
periodic solutions of the first order system associated with (l), corresponding 
to even periodic solutions of (l), and with periods close to 2rr/(Ql”, when 
the “nonreasonance condition” X,/h, # m2, k > 2 is violated. 
More recently Berger [l] has shown that if gk(0) = 0, 1 gk(x) - g&y)1 = 
o(lj x - y 11) for [I x I/ and II y II small, then if h, # 0, k = 1, 2 ,..., n, A, > 0, 
and the nonreasonance condition h&r # m2, k > 2, is violated for an even 
number of integers k then there exists a sequence of periodic solutions 
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of (1) {asp}: with periods T(&) such that T(&) -+ 2~r/(A$/~ as R, + 0. 
Here, the parameter R, satisfies the condition 
2rrR, = 7(R,) j-““’ xi*(t)2 dt. 
0 
It is not difficult to show that in general Berger’s hypothesis does not imply 
the existence of any nonconstant periodic solution with least period close to 
2~/(h,)~/s. (See Example 3, below.) 
In this paper we give simple conditions for the existence of a continuum 
of both even and odd nonconstant periodic solutions x(t, E), 0 < E < co 
such that T(E) is the least period of x(t, l) then T(E) -+ 27r/(h,)1/2 as E -+ 0. 
Here the parameter E satisfies the condition 11 ~‘(0, l )/l = E in the odd case 
and /I x(0,6)/l = E in the even case. Our methods are similar to Berger’s but 
differ substantially in that, whereas Berger considers solutions as points 
in a certain function space and uses a combination of Leray-Schauder 
theory and the contraction mapping principle, our methods are completely 
finite dimensional. In particular, we use finite dimensional degree theory. 
Finally, we mention that the results of Berger and Pliss can be considered 
as extensions of a well-known theorem of Liapunov concerning conservative 
systems. (See [6, 104-1251.) 
2. ODD PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
In this section and in the following we will use the following elementary 
result. (See for example [4, p. 51.) 
LEMMA 2.1. Let g be a real C2 function defined on a neighborhood of 
0 E Rn such that g(0) = 0. Then 
g(x) = ?gl %fi@) 
where fj is of class Cl and f(O) = ag/8xj(0), j = l,..., n. 
Using this result we obtain Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.2. If conditions (2) hold there exists co such that if 0 < E < co 
we can write for k = l,..., n, 
Wg&r) = My, 4 (3) 
whereh,isofcZassC1for~~y~~<2andO<~<~oand 
My, 0) = 0, k = I,..., n. (4) 
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Here 11 Ij will denote the usual Euclidean norm on Rn. 
In what follows we will assume that an odd number of the A, are positive 
and equal in (1). Without loss of generality we can assume 
A, = A, > 0, k = l,..., 21 + 1. (5) 
THEOREM 1.1. Ifg, is of class C2 in a neighborhood of the origin, if condi- 
tions (2) and (5) hold, 
Uh f m2, m = 1, 2 ,... k = 21 + 2 ,..., n, (6) 
and 
&c(4 = -gd-4, k = l,..., n, (7) 
then there exists q, > 0 such that for 0 < E < q, there exists an odd periodic 
solution x(t, E) of (1) such that II ~‘(0, <)I1 = E and such that if T(e) is the least 
period of x(t, c) then T(E) + 27r/(hl)1/2 as E -+ 0. 
Before turning to proof of theorem (1) we give examples to show that in 
general the result is not true if an even number of the positive A, are equal 
to A, , that in general each sufficiently small sphere centered at the origin in 
R2n intersects only one orbit of the dynamical system corresponding to (1) 
regardless of the odd multiplicity of A, , and that in general the nonreasonance 
condition (6) cannot be relaxed. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the system 
xv + x = y(x2 + y2) 
Y” +y = -x(x2 +yy. 
Here hi = X2 = 1. If (x(t), y(t)) is a T-periodic solution of this system, then 
0 = JOT (yx’ - xy’) ‘dt = s,’ (x2 + y2)2 dt 
and so x(t) = y(t) = 0 for all t. Thus there are no nonconstant periodic 
solutions of this system. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the system 
xn + x = 0 
y” + y = z(y2 + 2”) 
zn + z = -y(y2 + ,532). 
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Here A, = A, = A, = 1. If (x(t), y(t), z(t)) is a T-periodic solution of this 
system, then Example 1 showsy(t) = z(t) = 0 for all t and x(t) = A cos(t + s), 
x’(t) = A sin(t + s). Therefore any sphere centered at the origin in R6 contains 
only one closed orbit of the corresponding dynamical system. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the system 
XV + x = 0 
yn + 9y = 4x3 
Z” + 9% = 0. 
Here A, = 1 and A, = A, = 9h, so that the nonreasonance condition (6) is 
violated although Berger’s hypothesis is satisfied. If (x(t), y(t), x(t)) is any 
periodic solution of this system then x(t) = A cos t + B sin t and so if 
x(t) $0 then the period is a multiple of 2n. In order fory(t) to be 2r-periodic 
it is necessary that 
0 = /ozr (sin 3t) 4x3 dt = /:n (cos 3t) 4x3 dt. 
This leads to conditions .rr(A3 - 3AB7 = n(-B3 + 3A2B) = 0 and so 
A = B = 0. Hence, x(t) = 0, y(t) = C cos 3t + D sin 3t, and z(t) = 
E cos 3t + F sin 3t. Consequently, there is no nonconstant periodic solution 
of this system with least period close to 27r. 
Proof of Theorem 1 .l. If E,, is as in Lemma 2.2 and we set 
xk = EYk 7 k = 1, 2,..., n (8) 
in (1) we obtain for 0 < E < e0 the parameter dependent system 
3’; + hkyk = h,(Y, 6)~ h = l,..., n. (9) 
If a = (Qi ,...) a,) E Rn let y(t, a, c) = (yl(t, a, c) ,..., yn(t, a, c)) denote the 
solution of (9) such that for k = l,..., n 
yk(o, a, l > = 0, yk’(o, a, e) = ak . (10) 
By (4) there exists a number <I < E,, , or > 0 such that for 0 < E < z1 , 
11 a I/ < 2, y(t, a, c) exists on the interval -27~/(hr)~/~ < t < 27&)1/2 and 
is of class Cl with respect to a and E. If we set E = 0 we obtain the uncoupled 
system 
y; + h,Yk = 0 (11) 
so by (5) and (10) 
Yktt, a, 0) = ~&~2 sin&)‘/’ t, k = l,..., 21 + 1 (12) 
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and for 21+ 2 < k < n 
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and 
Therefore 
Yk(4 4 0) = ___ (-axK,)llr sin h( -hk)t)1/2 if Ar < 0, 
Yk(C a, 0) = a,t if A, = 0, 
yk(t, a, 0) = a, sin(h,t)1/2 
@kY2 
if A, > 0. 
a(Y1 ,-*,m) 
@l ,a*., %a) 










and by virtue of the assumption (6) and by (13x15) the function 
A(t) = fi s (t, a, 0) 
2z+2 auk 
is nonzero at t = +Q1/2. Thus we can choose a number 6 > 0 so small 
that 8 < ?~/(h,)rJs and the function A(t) is nonzero on the closed interval 
b/(h)1’2 - 6, ~/(h#/~ + 81. Hence according to (16) 
ay 0 # sgndet ;i;;( -- (Al;/8 S, a, 0 ) # sgn det !!$ ($& + 8, a, 0) # 0. (17) 1 
Let 
In what follows 
D={uERy(IuII <l}. 
4Yk 4 4, -Q, 0) 
will denote the Brouwer degree of the mapping 
a + Y(4 a, c) 
with respect to Q and 0 E R” whenever defined. (See [2] or [3].) From 
(12~(15) we see that y(t, u, 0) is linear in a and from (17) the two linear 
maps y(#l)1/2 f 6, a, 0) are nonsingular so 
d (Y (6 rt 6, as 0) fk 0) = sgn det (2 (& 314 0,O)) # 0. (18) 
(See [2, p. 331 or [3, p. 2411.) 
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Now the solutions of (9) are continuous with respect to E so there exists 
a number ~(6) > 0 such that ~(6) < or and for 0 < E < e(6), )/ a )I = 1 
Therefore according to Poincare-Bohl theorem ([2, p. 251; [3, p. 2381) 
d(y(+, & S, a, E), Q, 0) is defined for 0 < E < c(6), and 
ay m = sgn det - ( - + 6, 0,o) . aa (hp 
Consequently by (17) 
Now the homotopy invariance property of degree implies the existence of 
a number T(E) with 
-- (& s < w < (& + 6 
and a point U(E) such that 
II 44 = 19 Y(T(444 4 = 0; (20) 
otherwise the degrees of the two maps would be the same. 
For K = l,..., n let 
Y&Y 4 = Y&P 44 c> (21) 
if 0 < E < E(S). By a standard uniqueness argument y(t, E) = (yr(t, E),..., 
yn(t, E)) can be extended to an odd 2T(c)-periodic solution for - 00 < t < CD. 
Indeed, according to (3) and (7) for 1 ,< k < n 
U-Y, e) = --h,(Y, 4 
so by (9) if z(t, .E) = -y(-t, E) then z(t, c) is also a solution of (9) and 
since by (lo), x(0, 6) = ~(0, c) = 0, ~‘(0, c) = ~‘(0, 6) = u(c) it follows that 
-y(-t, C) = y(t, E) for -24(hl)1/a < t < 2~/(h#/~. Since y(- T(E), c) = 
-y(T(c), c) = 0 = y( T(E) E), y’(- T(E), 6) = y’(T(e), E) and since (9) is 
autonomous we see at once that y(t, l ) is defined on (-co, co) and 
y(t + 2q4, 4 = y(t, 4. 
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Finally, if we let x(t, c) = ey(t, E), 0 < c < E(S), it follows that x(t, c) is 
an odd periodic solution of the original system (1) and 
II 40, 41” + II c4 4” = II do, 4” 
= I/ l (e)lj2 = 3 
so x(t, E) is nonconstant. Moreover, this shows that any sphere in Ran centered 
at the origin of radius less than E(S) intersects a closed orbit of the dynamical 
system associated with (1). 
It remains to show that the least period of y(t, c) tends to 27r/(1)1/2 as E 
tends to zero. Assuming the contrary, there exists a number 01 with 
0 < a < 7r/3(4)““, a sequence (Ed}: with lim E, = 0, and a sequence of 
numbers {sm};P with 0 < s, < +&)1/2 - 01 such that y(s, , c,) = 0. Actually 
we can assume that 
for if 0 < s,,, < 01 then for some integer p we have 01 < ps, < ~/(&)l/~ - 01, 
and since y(t, Ed) is odd and 2s,-periodic, y(ps,. , e,,J = 0. Without loss of 
generality we may assume lim s, = s* with 01 < s* < m/(h,)ri2 - 01 and 
since 11 ~‘(0, E~)II = 1 we may also assume that limy’(0, E,,) = a* with 
I/ a* j] = 1. Moreover, from the inequality m/(X1)1/s - 6 < T(E,,J < n/(h1)li2 + S 
we may assume that lim T(e,) = T* with T* contained in [n/(h,)1/2 - S, 
~&)1/s + S]. From the continuous dependence of the solutions of (9) on E 
and the initial data we infer that 
0 = y(s”, a*, 0) = y( T”, a*, 0). 
Recalling that 6 > 0 was chosen so that for 2Z+ 2 < k < n, yk(t, a, 0) # 0 
on [7r/(A1)1/2 - 6, 7r/(h1)1/2 + S] unless identically zero we conclude that 
yk(t, a*, 0) = 0 for all t if 21 + 2 < k < n. (See (13)-(15).) Clearly for 
1 < k < 21 + 1, yk(t, a*, 0) cannot vanish on [01, ~/(hr)l’~ - a] unless 
identically zero by (12). Hence we must have y(t, a*, 0) = 0 for all t contra- 
dicting the equality 11 ~‘(0, a*, 0)/l = II a* II = 1. This contradiction shows 
that 2T(c) tends to 27&)1/2 as E tends to zero. 
3. EVEN PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
The proof of the following result is so similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1 
that we shall only indicate the necessary changes. We emphasize that in the 
following we do not require the functions gk(x) to be odd and do require 
all the X, to be nonzero. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Assume that except for condition (7) all the assumptions 
of Theorem 1 .I hold and in addition h, # 0, k = l,..., n. The assertion of 
Theorem 1 is again valid if “odd” is replaced by “even” and the condition 
[I ~‘(0, <)[I = E is replaced by [I x(0, c)II = E. 
Indication of Proof. If we again scale according to (8) we obtain the 
system (9). The assumption & # 0 and (4) implies the existence of a number 
l a > 0 such that if 0 < E < E,, then ify(t, a, E) is the solution of (9) such that 
y(O, a, 4 = a, ~‘(0, a, E) = 0 V-4 
theny(t, a, l ) is nonconstant if I/ a 11 = 1. A s in the proof of Theorem 1.1, given 
6 > 0 we infer the existence of a number E(S) > 0 such that for 0 < E < ~(6) 
there exist a number T(E) with zj(Xr)1’2 - 6 < T(E) < n/(hl)li2 + S and 
a(c) such that 
Y’GW 44 c> = 0, II a(~>Il = 1. (23) 
Again we set y(t, 6) = y(t, a(c), E). Since z(t, c) = y(-t, C) is a solution of (9) 
and ~(0, l ) = ~(0, l ), ~‘(0, l ) = ~‘(0, E), we see that y(- t, C) = y(t, E) and 
so by (23) 
y’(-T(E), l ) = -~‘(T(E), C) = 0 = y’(T(r), l ). 
It follows that y(t + IT, 6) = y(t, 6) f or all t. The remainder of the proof 
now follows as before. 
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